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Abstract

Data-intensive applications frequently transfer large amounts of data over wide-area networks.
The performance achieved in such settings can often be improved by routing data via intermedi-
ate nodes chosen to increase aggregate bandwidth. We explore the benefits of overlay network
approaches by designing and implementing a service-oriented architecture that incorporates two
key optimizations – multi-hop path splitting and multi-pathing – within the GridFTP file transfer
protocol. We develop a file transfer scheduling algorithm that incorporates the two optimizations
in conjunction with the use of available file replicas. The algorithm makes use of information from
past GridFTP transfers to estimate network bandwidths and resource availability. The effective-
ness of these optimizations is evaluated using several application file transfer patterns: one-to-all
broadcast, all-to-one gather, and data redistribution, ona wide-area testbed. The experimental
results show that our architecture and algorithm achieve significant performance improvement.

1 Introduction

Grid computing technologies have enabled scientists to generate, store, and share data dis-
tributed across multiple sites. Data analysis in a Grid setting involves use of distributed collections
of storage and computational systems and transfer of large volumes of data in a wide-area network.
For example, with the Large Haldron Collider (LHC) [3] at CERN, data generated by a CMS exper-
iment [12] must be transferred to the Tier-1 site in USA, where it is processed and then multi-cast
onto many domestic Tier-2 sites. As another example, consider a multi-institutional study that col-
lects and analyzes Gigabyte-scale biomedical image data, obtained from high-resolution scanners,
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to develop animal models of phenotypic characteristics of disease progression. Hundreds or thou-
sands of images can be obtained from an animal and there can behundreds of animals in a study.
Images in multi-institutional studies may be collected andstored at multiple sites. Researchers
wishing to carry out an analysis using images from many subjects will query image datasets at
multiple sites. The image files extracted as a result of the query will then either be downloaded
to a local system or be transferred to computational machines distributed in the environment for
processing. These scenarios involve transfer of large volumes of data from files at the storage sites
to the computational sites.

High-bandwidth, high-latency optical networks are being increasingly used by researchers and
scientists. These networks enable the transfer of extremely large files with sizes up to a few
petabytes. A file transfer mechanism which can optimize the overlay routes used to transfer files
and take advantage of the available network parallelism canenhance the data-transfer throughput
achieved by an application. In addition, a lot of scientific experiments may involve the transfer
of data over public, shared networks, instead of a dedicatednetwork infrastructure. Here it is im-
portant for the file transfer mechanism to make intelligent use of available paths to maximize the
achievable bandwidth.

GridFTP [6] is a widely used protocol which enables secure, reliable and high performance data
movement. It facilitates efficient data transfer between end-systems by employing techniques like
multiple TCP streams per transfer, striped transfers from aset of hosts to another set of hosts,
and partial file transfers. By default, GridFTP employs TCP as the underlying transport protocol.
Multiple TCP streams can be created between the source and the destination in order to offset the
network congestion and improve throughput. The use of multiple streams in parallel, however,
does not affect the routing or take into account network parallelism.

In this work, we seek to explore the effects of multi-hop pathsplitting and multi-pathing to im-
prove the file transfer performance in GridFTP. Multi-hop path splitting improves performance by
replacing a direct TCP connection between the source and destination by a multi-hop chain through
some intermediate nodes. Multi-pathing involves stripingthe data at the source and sending it
across multiple overlay paths thereby leading to a better achievable throughput. In other words,
multiple independent routes can be employed to simultaneously transfer disjoint chunks of a file
to its destination. We propose a path determination heuristic which incorporates these optimiza-
tions for efficient transfer of a single file. To optimize performance for batch file transfer requests,
we extend a collective file-transfer scheduling heuristic implemented in an earlier work [15]. The
extended algorithm incorporates multi-hop path splittingand multi-pathing optimizations.

We experimentally evaluate the optimizations and their GridFTP implementation on a wide-area
testbed. Our performance metric in this work is the total transfer time of a batch of file transfer
requests. We investigate performance improvements under several different file transfer patterns:
one-to-all broadcast, all-to-one gather and data redistribution patterns common in many application
scenarios. As an example, a one-to-all communication pattern may occur in high-energy physics,
where the data stored at a US Tier-1 site needs to be broadcastto all Tier-2 sites. As another exam-
ple, an all-to-one gather operation may arise when a researcher runs a biomedical image analysis
on a local machine using a subset of images collected at different sites. Our results show that the
proposed optimizations lead to significant performance improvements for communication patterns
like one-to-all, gather, and data redistribution from a setof source nodes to a set of destination
nodes. However, we also observe that the improvements are significantly lower when data replica-
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tion is employed.

2 Related Work

The Distributed Parallel Storage Server (DPSS) [22, 23] is awide-area distributed storage system
that employs optimizations such as parallel TCP streams andTCP tuning. It employs a collection
of distributed disk servers to provide high speed random access to large-scale data. GridFTP [6]
is a widely used protocol which enables secure, reliable andhigh performance data movement.
GridFTP applies concepts from DPSS to facilitate efficient data transfer between end-systems. It
employs techniques like multiple TCP streams per transfer,striped transfers from a set of hosts to
another set of hosts and partial file transfers. However, GridFTP currently does not incorporate
optimizations which affect network routing or take into account any network parallelism. In this
work, our contribution is to explore the use of two key optimizations, namely, multi-hop path split-
ting and multi-pathing and propose optimization algorithms which can exploit these optimizations
to maximize file transfer throughput. We design and implement these optimizations within the
realm of GridFTP which is a commonly used file transfer mechanism over the wide-area.

Stork [17] is a specialized scheduler for data placement activities on the Grid. The scheduler
allows check-pointing and monitoring of data transfers as well as use of DAG schedulers to encap-
sulate dependencies between computation and data movement. In this paper, we focus on modeling
the heterogeneity and the dynamics of a wide-area environment to perform efficient collective file
transfer scheduling. LDR [2] is a tool for creating copies ofdatasets across a Virtual Organization.
It involves replication of data to multiple sites as well as selection of replicas for the purpose of
transferring data to a client. The data transfer optimizations proposed in this work are complemen-
tary to a framework like LDR and can be incorporated into it.

Swany [20] exploits the ”logistical effect” which essentially means improving performance by
dividing a connection into a series of shorter, better performing connections. In a recent work,
Rizk et al. [19] have looked at providing TCP splitting functionality with respect to GridFTP and
showed performance improvement for single file transfers. In this work, we propose to optimize
single file transfers by employing both multi-hop path splitting and multi-pathing in an integrated
fashion. In addition, we incorporate these optimizations into a collective file-transfer scheduling
framework and evaluate its effectiveness. BitTorrent is anincentive-based file sharing system
which employs a tit-for-tat strategy where in the peers which contribute more data at faster rates
get preferential treatment for downloads. The optimizations that we explore in this work, can be
used to improve the performance of single file transfers. BitTorrent is not meant to improve the
performance of single file transfers, but is more suited to a case where a bunch of peers request
a set of files. Moreover, our goal is to minimize the total transfer time in a collaborative setting
where the global objective of minimizing the time is more important than each site’s local benefits.

Giersch et al. [11] have addressed the problem of schedulinga collection of tasks sharing files
onto heterogeneous clusters. Their work focused mainly on task mapping and they proposed exten-
sions to the MinMin heuristic [13] to lower the scheduling cost. In our past work, we looked at the
problem of scheduling a batch of data-intensive tasks [16].We have also investigated scheduling
of file transfers in data center environments where in the scheduler has ultimate control [14]. In
this work, we are targeting dynamic heterogeneous wide-area environments like Grids. In our re-
cent work [15], we proposed a scheduling algorithm which schedules a set of data transfer requests
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in a wide-area environment like the Grid. The scheduling scheme, however, does not incorporate
multi-hop path splitting or multi-pathing. In this paper, we propose a new dynamic scheduling
algorithm which builds upon the algorithm proposed in our previous work by incorporating the
ideas of multi-hop path splitting and multi-pathing.

Network Weather Service (NWS) [24] is a well-known tool usedto monitor network resources.
NWS relies on active “probing” to determine the available bandwidth and latencies of the actual
network. However, past research has shown that NWS is not quite effective for ascertaining the
performance of Grid Data transfers [5]. In this paper, we employ passive monitoring through actual
data measurements, as opposed to active monitoring using a tool like NWS.

3 Data Transport Optimizations

In this section, we provide an overview of the optimizationsinvestigated in this work.

3.1 Multi-Hop Path Splitting

The observed throughput of GridFTP transfers in a wide-areaenvironment may be lower than
the maximum achievable throughput, due to a number of factors, such as the slow-start and con-
gestion control mechanisms used by TCP. The technique of dividing a TCP connection into a set
of shorter, better performing connections by splitting it at multiple intermediate points with the
goal of improving the overall throughput has been studied [8, 9, 10, 19]. A split-TCP connec-
tion may perform better than a single end-to-end TCP connection due to several reasons. First,
the round-trip time on each intermediate hop is shorter as compared to the direct end-to-end path.
The congestion control mechanism of TCP would sense the maximum throughput quickly thereby
attaining steady state, wherein it will give maximal possible throughput until a congestion event
occurs. Second, any packet loss is not propagated all the wayback to the source but only to the
previous intermediate hop. In this work, as an alternative to a direct TCP connection between
a source and destination, we explore the use of multi-hop pipelined transfers using intermediate
nodes. If the bandwidth on each of the intermediate hops is higher than the direct path, the overall
throughput can be expected to improve. Figure 1 illustratesthe use of multi-hop paths to transfer
a file from a source to a destination. The direct path from the node C1 to C4 has the bandwidth
B14 while an alternate path from the node C1 to C4 comprises of three hops, C1-C2, C2-C3 and
C3-C4. The bandwidth on the multi-hop pathBsplit equals the minimum of the bandwidth on each
of the hops.

Bsplit = min (B12, B23, B34) (1)

The multi-hop path is preferable for transfer of data from node C1 to C4 if theBsplit is greater
than B14 and the end-to-end latencies of the multi-hop path and the direct path are comparable.
We also refer to the alternate multi-hop path as a “split” path.

3.2 Multi-Pathing

Striping the data at the source and sending it across multiple overlay paths can also lead to a
better achievable throughput. In other words, multiple independent routes can be employed to
simultaneously transfer disjoint chunks of a file to its destination.
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Figure 2. (a) Network 1 with two independent paths between C1 and C4. (b) Network 2 where
the paths between C1 and C4 share a common bottleneck.

Splitting a file at the source and transferring it through multiple independent routes is equivalent
to solving the maximum flow problem in a graph, where the graphvertices represent the overlay
nodes (e.g., GridFTP servers), and the edge capacities equate to the network bandwidth between
the corresponding pair of nodes. However, a direct application of maximum flow concepts does not
account for bottlenecks due to physical sharing of links androuters. For example, in Figure 2(a),
two independent paths exist between C1 and C4. Therefore, the overall bandwidth for file transfers
between C1 and C4 can be increased by utilizing the two paths simultaneously provided the hosts
C1 and C4 can handle the combined data rate. However, if thereis a shared link which becomes
bottleneck, the overall bandwidth would not increase by increasing the number of overlay transfers.
In Figure 2(b) an additional routing node, R, is present, which is not a part of the overlay network.
The routes C1-C2-C4 and C1-C3-C4 both share the bottleneck link R-C4. Therefore, an approach
that finds multiple parallel links, but does not consider thephysical “underlay” network, will find
suboptimal solutions. This is key to maximizing the effective aggregate bandwidth.

3.3 Path Determination Algorithm

The path determination algorithm (Algorithm 1) is an iterative algorithm that computes a set
of paths which can be collectively used to transfer a file fromits source node(s) to its destination
node. At each step, algorithm invokes Best Path heuristic (Algorithm 2) to find a path that will
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yield minimum transfer time for the requested file given the concurrent transfers in the overlay
network. It then modifies the overlay network graph to reflectthe current transfer, and continues it
search for another path. Since past research has shown that most of the benefit that can be obtained
by splitting TCP can be achieved by using up to 2 hops and adding extra hops does not yield
significant benefit [18], in this algorithm, we only considerpaths of length 2 or 3 when looking at
multi-hop paths.

In this work, the wide-area environment is represented by a graph G = (V, E), referred as the
platform graph. In the platform graph,V is the set of machines andE represents the network
edges. A network edge is the wide-area connection between two machines. The weight of the
edgewij is a measure of the achievable bandwidthBWij between the two machines. LetRTTij

be the round-trip time of the wide-area path between the nodes vi andvj . The best path heuristic
takes as input the overlay GraphG = (V, E), the set of the sourcesVs of the file fℓ , and the
destination nodevd .

The best path to transfer a file from the source or a set of sources to a destination, is the path
which yields the minimum expected completion time to transfer the file. The best path heuristic is
a variant of the Dijsktra’s shortest path algorithm. The algorithm involves creating a new Graph
G′ = (V ′, E ′) whereV ′ = V andE ′ = E . However, the weighting function employed for weight
assignment to an edge between the nodesvi and the nodevj is the the ratio of the round-trip
time of the path corresponding to the edge to its bandwidth. The motivation behind this is to give
preference to low-latency high-bandwidth edges. The otherdifference is the calculation of the
distance function to measure the goodness of a path. Since the transfer of a file from a source node
to a destination node through a multi-hop path occurs in a pipelined fashion, therefore, the distance
function of a path is computed as the maximum of the weights oneach of its constituent edges (see
step 18). Note that the traditional shortest path algorithmemploys the distance function to be the
sum of weights instead of the maximum.

Algorithm 1 Path Determination
Input: PlatformG = (V, E), request< fℓ, vd >, where the filefℓ is requested by destinationvd

and a setVs representing the set of sources of the filefℓ .
1: Chosen Paths = ∅
2: while 1 do
3: Run the Best Path Heuristic. LetMinPath be the output.
4: Let MinWeight be the minimum weight edge on the pathMinPath.
5: if MinWeight == 0 then
6: return
7: else
8: Add the pathMinPath to the setChosen Paths.
9: for Each edge(vi, vj) ∈MinPath do

10: wij = wij −MinWeight

11: return Chosen Paths
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Algorithm 2 Best Path
Input: PlatformG = (V, E), request< fℓ, vd >, where the filefℓ is requested by destinationvd

and a setVs representing the set of sources of the filefℓ .
1: Output Path = ∅
2: Create a new graphG′ = (V ′, E ′) with V ′ = V andE ′ = E . Weight of an edgewij in the

GraphG′ equals RTTij

NetBWij
.

3: Define a variableDisti for each vertex.
4: Define a variableHopCounti for each vertex.
5: Define a variablePredi for each vertex.
6: for each nodevi ∈ V ′ do
7: if (vi ∈ Vs) then
8: Disti = 0
9: else

10: Disti =∞
11: for each nodevi ∈ V ′ do
12: HopCounti = 0
13: Predi = -1
14: Unmark all vertices of the GraphG′

15: while There exists an unmarked vertex inG′ do
16: Pick the unmarked vertexvi with the minimum value ofDisti among all unmarked vertices.
17: for Each vertexvj adjacent tovi do
18: if (Distj ≥ max(Disti, wij)) ∧ ((HopCounti ≤ 2 ∧ vj == vd) ∨ (HopCounti <

2 ∧ vj 6= vd)) then
19: Distj = max(Disti, wij)
20: Predj = i

21: HopCountj = HopCounti + 1
22: Set the vertexvi as marked.
23: Output Path = vd

24: split = Predd

25: while split 6= −1 do
26: Prependsplit to Output Path

27: split = Predsplit

28: return Output Path

3.4 Modeling Bottleneck due to Shared Resources

The path determination algorithm presented in Section 3.3 chooses a set of independent paths to
collectively transfer a file. However, one or more selected paths can possibly share bottleneck links,
which means that the overall bandwidth would not necessarily increase by employing multiple
paths. In some cases, the aggregate bandwidth might sometimes even decrease by employing
multiple paths. An example of a setting with shared routers and links is illustrated in Figure 3. In
this setting, two paths, C1-R-C3 and C2-R-C3, can be simultaneously utilized to transfer data. If
the existence of router R is oblivious to the multi-pathing decision algorithm, then it will choose
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Figure 3. An example setup with shared resources.

to split a file of size say1000 Mb into two parts, one of size800 Mb which is transferred along
the path C1-R-C3, and the other of size200 Mb which is transferred along the path C2-R-C3.
Since the router R can only sustain a bandwidth of 800Mbps, the flow along the path C1-R-C3 will
saturate R. In that case, the two flows are effectively serialized, requiring 2 seconds to transfer the
file. The aggregate bandwidth, therefore, is 500Mbps. On theother hand, a multi-pathing decision,
which incorporates the knowledge of the existence of R, can choose to send the entire flow along
the path C1-R-C3, thereby getting a throughput of 800Mbps.

We model the shared bottlenecks by performing an offline characterization of the network. For
each pair of edges< e1, e2 > in the graphG, we first measure the end-to-end throughput for
the wide-area paths corresponding to edgese1 ande2 with no interference. Then we measure the
end-to-end throughput on the two edges by performing file transfers along them in parallel. The
measured throughput values alonge1 and e2 are then used to figure out if the two edges share a
common bottleneck. The output generated by this analysis isa set of two-tuplesShared, where
each element of the setShared represents a set of edges in the overlay which share a common
bottleneck. For example, ifShared = {< e1, e2 >, < e3, e4 >}, it means that edgese1 and e2

share a common bottleneck and so do the edgese3 and e4 . We ran the traceroute utility on the
elements of the setShared and verified that the edges indeed involved shared links.

The offline characterization corresponding to identification of shared bottlenecks is then used
to avoid choosing multiple overlay paths wherein the aggregate bandwidth would not increase.
Algorithm 3 shows a variant of the proposed Path Determination algorithm which incorporates
this knowledge.

3.5 Scheduling a Batch of File Transfers

The optimizations presented in Sections 3.1 – 3.4 aim to improve performance for single-file
transfers. In some applications, a batch of file transfers need to be handled. In a recent work [15],
we proposed a dynamic scheduling algorithm which schedulesa set of file transfer requests made
by a batch of data-intensive tasks in a wide-area environment. The scheduling algorithm is iter-
ative, employs adaptive replica selection, and makes use ofmultiple sources for simultaneously
transferring multiple pieces of the same file, i.e., non-overlapping portions of a chunk,sub-chunks,
can be retrieved simultaneously from multiple file replicas. The scheduling scheme, however, did
not incorporate multi-hop path splitting or multi-pathing. The path to transfer a file from a source
node to a destination node follows the underlying network routing. In this paper, we propose a new
dynamic scheduling algorithm which builds upon the algorithm proposed in our previous work by
incorporating the ideas of multi-hop path splitting and multi-pathing.

This scheduling scheme proceeds in steps and in each step it selects a pending file transfer
request< fℓ, vd > from the request list,R , and computes a schedule for the request. The schedule
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Algorithm 3 Path Determination with modeling of shared bottleneck
Input: PlatformG = (V, E), request< fℓ, vd >, where the filefℓ is requested by destinationvd

and a setVs representing the set of sources of the filefℓ .
1: Chosen Paths = ∅
2: while 1 do
3: Run the Best Path Heuristic. Let the path returned be represented byMinPath.
4: Let MinWeight be the minimum weight edge on the pathMinPath.
5: if MinWeight == 0then
6: return
7: else
8: for Each PathAPath ∈ Chosen Paths do
9: if APath andMinPath share an underlying bottleneckthen

10: return
11: Add the pathMinPath to the set of selected pathsChosen Paths.
12: for Each edge(vi, vj) ∈MinPath do
13: wij = wij −MinWeight

14: return Chosen Paths

for a request consists of the set of paths to be employed to collectively transfer the file.
In our current implementation, we employ Globus GridFTP as the underlying transfer mecha-

nism [7]. Each source node runs a Globus GridFTP server. Eachdestination node uses the GridFTP
client side API to retrieve the portions of the file. Since a destination node can become a replica
source for a file, a GridFTP server runs on each destination node as well. After the schedule
for a file has been computed, the scheduler sends the scheduleinformation to the corresponding
destination node. The destination node starts the retrieval of the file from the source nodes. The
scheduler moves on to the next pending file transfer request and repeats the whole process. The
overall scheduling scheme is illustrated in Algorithm 4.

At step 6, the Path Determination method is invoked to selectmultiple paths for the transfer
request. The output from this method makes up the schedule for the request. The next step (step 7)
is to compute the expected minimum completion time for transferring a chunk of the requested
file. The transfer completion time is computed as follows. Wefirst divide the file into K portions
whereK is the number of selected paths. The size of the portion is chosen to be in the same ratio
as that of the bottleneck bandwidth of the paths. The transfer completion time is then simply the
maximum of the times taken to send each portion along its designated path. At step 9, following
the well-known MinMin [13] algorithm, among all the pendingrequests, the file transfer request
with the minimum expected completion time is chosen to be scheduled on the set of resources
which yield its minimum completion time. The overall process repeats until all the file transfers
have been scheduled.

4 GridFTP with Path Splitting and Multi-Pathing

We now discuss the design and implementation of a modified GridFTP server/client infras-
tructure, which incorporates the multi-hop path splittingand multi-pathing optimizations for file
transfer. Our goal is to design a framework which will allow GridFTP clients to benefit from path
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Algorithm 4 Global Dynamic Scheduling with Multi-Hop Path Splitting and Multi-Pathing
Input: PlatformG = (V, E) and a setR = {< fℓ, vd > | file fℓ is requested by destinationvd}

1: HostBwi = the host bandwidth at nodevi

2: while there are pending requests, i.e.,R 6= ∅ do
3: if ∃vd such thatHostBwd > ǫ then
4: for each requestr =< fℓ, vd >∈ R do
5: Create a new graphG′ identical toG.
6: ChosenPaths← PathDetermination(G′, r)
7: Compute the expected finish time to transfer the filefℓ to destinationvd .
8: Choose the requestr with the minimum expected finish time
9: Schedule the transfer of the file along the selected paths to the nodevd .

10: R← R− {r}
11: Update the expected available host bandwidth (HostBwi ) at the source and destination

nodes.
12: for every completed file transfer request< fℓ, vd > do
13: Update the available network bandwidths along the paths chosen to complete the request

splitting and multi-pathing in a transparent manner, i.e.,clients will issue GridFTP file transfer
commands in much the same way as they do now.

The path splitting and multi pathing optimizations requireinformation about the overlay graph
of GridFTP servers in order to make efficient routing decisions and to leverage existing “net-
work parallelism” by using multiple data flows on distinct paths. We describe a decentralized
system to construct and maintain the overlay graph of GridFTP servers in Section 4.2. Our
optimized GridFTP client first contacts the source GridFTP server (specified by the user) and
retrieves the overlay graph information. The overlay information is basically a set of tuples
< source, destination, bandwidth >. Once the GridFTP client has the required information, it
runs the path determination algorithm algorithm to determine the multi-hop path(s) through which
the file is to be transferred. Implementation of path-splitting in GridFTP involves the modification
of the GridFTP server since it involves forwarding of data through intermediate hops. However,
multi-pathing can be incorporated by just modifying the GridFTP client globus-url-copy. The
GridFTP client, globus-url-copy, currently has support for accepting a set of source-destination url
pairs and realizing the file transfers corresponding to them. We employ this functionality to realize
multi-pathing. Once a set of paths have been determined by a decision algorithm, globus-url-copy
creates a new list of urls along with partial offsets and lengths associated with each url and then
performs the file transfer using the multiple designated paths to the destination. In the next section,
we present how we have implemented path splitting in GridFTP.

4.1 Implementing Path Splitting in GridFTP

GridFTP uses a Data Storage Interface (DSI) to interact withthe storage system. The DSI
layer accepts requests (e.g., get, put and stat) and performs the required operations on the storage
system. To achieve the split-TCP effect, the DSI module mustbe modified to perform different
operations based on the data routing requirements. For instance, a GridFTP server DSIput could
either transfer the data to the underlying disk subsystem orit could act as a split-point and transfer
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Figure 4. A set of GridFTP servers forming an overlay and shar ing point-point bandwidth infor-
mation.

the data to another GridFTP server. Rizk et al. [19] have implemented a DSI interface to achieve
the split-TCP functionality. Their implementation enables a GridFTP client to specify a multi-
hop transfer between a source and a destination URL through aseries of intermediate hosts by
specifying split URLs. A split URL is essentially a concatenation of multiple normal URLs. For
example, a GridFTP client command issued with a source URL A/B and the destination URL C/D
means that the file will be transferred from A to D via B and C. Using this DSI for split-TCP
functionality requires the user to define the overlay route required.

We have made a number of improvements to their work. In their implementation, a GridFTP
server could either act as an end point or as an intermediate server but not both, which is very
restrictive from the point of view of production-use GridFTP servers. We have extended the DSI
layer by allowing it to simultaneously act as an end-point and an intermediate “hop” for different
connections. In addition, we have also provided support fordirectory operations using intermediate
servers, a feature not provided in their work [19]. Furthermore, their implementation worked only
in the non-secure mode. We have incorporated the necessary changes to make the split-TCP work
with GSI security mechanism.

4.2 Constructing Overlay Graph

To obtain the overlay graph information, each GridFTP server acts as a resource provider,
thereby exposing WS resource properties (e.g., the bandwidth achieved by file transfers using that
GridFTP server). We propose a decentralized service-oriented architecture to facilitate sharing of
bandwidth data among sites.

Each GridFTP site also runs a GridFTP bandwidth reporting service. The bandwidth reporting
service works in conjunction with the GridFTP server running at the site. For every file transfer
which happens through the GridFTP server, the GridFTP server contacts the bandwidth reporting
service with the three tuple< source, destination, bandwidth > associated with the transfer.
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BMI ORNL ST JA ANL

BMI 880 200 200 70 4
ORNL 200 900 800 100 20
ST 80 900 900 800 150
JA 40 120 800 900 8
ANL 60 600 500 30 900

Table 1. Link bandwidths (in Mbps) between every pair of site s.

The bandwidth reporting service sends the tuple to each of the peer sites which comprise the over-
lay. Each of the sites maintains a circular queue of bandwidth values for each source-destination
pair. The circular queue stores historical bandwidth information which is used to make predic-
tions about bandwidths in the subsequent time intervals. Inthis way, each of the sites maintains
a set of three tuples< source, destination, bandwidth > corresponding to peer GridFTP sites
in the Grid. The bandwidth reporting service also exposes API which allow external entities (e.g.
GridFTP clients) to access the bandwidth information and use it to optimize routing and multi-
pathing decisions. We employ a Globus toolkit component C-WS core [1], to develop and deploy
the bandwidth reporting service at each site.

5 Experimental Results

We compare our dynamic scheduling approach against our previously proposed work [15] as
well as a baseline strategy that we refer to asNaive Scheduling. In this approach, each destina-
tion site picks a randomly chosen replica source for retrieving a file instead of employing dynamic
bandwidth information or multiple replicas. Here onwards,we refer to our previously proposed
scheduling algorithm [15] asGDS(Global Dynamic Scheduler), the scheduling variant that incor-
porates path-splitting and multi-pathing optimizations as GDS-MHMP, and the scheduling variant
that incorporates the modeling of shared bottleneck on top of these two asGDS-MHMP-SB.

5.1 Experimental Setup

We use the Globus implementation of GridFTP to transfer files[7]. GridFTP exposes a set of
API calls [4] for setting TCP buffer sizes and to obtain portions of a file from a source. For batch
transfers, a master scheduler sends control information toclients (destination hosts). The destina-
tion hosts then callglobusftp client partial get()to inform a source of the file it needs along with
the start and end offsets. This is followed by a series of asynchronousglobus ftp client register read()
calls which are used to transfer data from the source.

The experiments were carried out across five geographicallydistributed sites: BMI, a mem-
ory/storage cluster in the Department of Biomedical Informatics at the Ohio State University; ST,
the Starlight site in Chicago; JA site in Japan which is a partof the Japan Gigibit Network II
(JGN2) project; ORNL, which consists of 28 dual processor 3.06 GHz Intel Xeon sites; and ANL,
a IA-32 Linux cluster which consists of 96 dual-processor Intel Xeon sites. The latter two sites
are on the Teragrid [21] network. Table 1 shows the bandwidths in Mbps (Megabits per second)
between pair of sites of different sites.
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For evaluation, we compared the performance of the various scheduling schemes under a set of
well-known communication patterns. For the experimental workloads, we employed files of size
100MB.
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Figure 5. (a) Performance improvement due to multi-hop path splitting using the path JA-ST-ANL as
compared to using the default path JA-ANL, (b) Performance improvement due to multi-pathing by
employing the paths BMI-ORNL-JA and BMI-ST-JA in parallel as compared to using the default path
BMI-JA.
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Figure 6. Performance of all the algorithms under the 1-to-all communication pattern in terms of the
(a) Average throughput and (b) Average response time.

Figures 5(a) and 5(b) highlight the performance improvement due to employing multi-hop path
splitting and multi-pathing, respectively. Figure 5(a) compares the performance of a file transfer
from the JA site to the ANL site using the direct path as governed by underlying routing, with the
case when the ST site is employed as an intermediate path-splitting site. The results show that the
multi-hop path performs significantly better than the direct transfer, especially at very large file
sizes. This is because, the bandwidth of both JA-ST and ST-ANL is higher as compared to JA-
ANL while the end-to-end latency in both the cases is similar. Therefore, the overall throughput
improves. Figure 5(b) compares the performance of a file transfer from the BMI site to the JA
site using the direct path, with the case when the file is splitat the BMI site and sent across two
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independent paths BMI-ORNL-JA and BMI-ST-JA. The results show that with multi-pathing, per-
formance improves by up to 55%. This is because, by employingindependent paths, the aggregate
bandwidth at the destination site increases.
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Figure 7. Performance of all the algorithms under the effect of data replication, in terms of the (a)
Average throughput and (b) Average response time.

Figure 6 shows the performance of the scheduling schemes under a 1-to-all communication
pattern. In this experiment, only one of the 5 sites acts as a source initially and stores all the
files. Each of the file needs to be transferred to all the destination sites. This experiment involved
transferring 40 100MB files from the source site to each of thedestination sites. The results show
that GDS-MHMP leads to significant improvements in the achieved throughput over theGDS.
This is because, with only a single source present initially, GDSis initially restricted to only using
the default path between the source and the destinations. Asmore replicas of a file get created,
those can also act as replica sources thereby giving more flexibility to GDS. GDS-MHMP, on the
other hand, exploits path splitting and multi-pathing and thereby provides, significant performance
improvement. An example instance of multi-hop path splitting being, the file transfer from the
BMI site to the JA site via the ST site provides 60% improvement over a direct transfer from the
BMI site to the JA site for the file size under consideration. Similarly, an example instance of
multi-pathing is the scenario which involves the transfer of a file from the BMI site to the JA site.
Multi-pathing results in transferring disjoint pieces of file simultaneously across the two paths
BMI-ORNL-JA and BMI-ST-JA. The resulting performance improvement over a direct transfer
over the default path is around 39%.GDS-MHMP-SBperforms similar or better in comparison
to GDS-MHMP. The maximum performance improvement achieved due to modeling the shared
bottleneck occurs in the case when ORNL is the initial sourcesite. In this case, the transfer of
some of the files to the ST site and the ANL site (by employing STsite as the source) finish earlier
and subsequent transfer of those files to the BMI site employsall the three sources in parallel,
that is, the ANL site, the ST site and the ORNL site. However, Paths ORNL-BMI, ST-BMI share
common bottlenecks and so do the paths ORNL-BMI and ANL-BMI thereby leading to improved
performance forGDS-MHMP-SB. The results also show that the proposed scheduling schemes
are able to consistently outperform theNaive Schedulingscheduling approach. This is because,
in the Naive Schedulingapproach, clients act independently and make requests for files without
any coordination. Each file needs to be sent to multiple different destinations, thereby leading to
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increased end-point contention due to multiple simultaneous requests for the same file. In terms
of the average response time,GDSand its variants outperformNaive Scheduling. This is because,
GDSschedules the requests with the minimum expected completion time first. On the other hand,
in Naive Scheduling, since multiple clients act independently of each other, therefore, requests
with higher expected completion times can possibly executebefore requests with lower expected
completion times, thereby, increasing the overall response time.

Figure 7 shows the performance of the scheduling schemes under the influence of file replication.
In this experiment, each of the sites except one, stores a copy of each file. One of the sites act as
the destination site to which all the files need to be transferred. Therefore, there are 4 file replicas
and the fifth site acts as a destination. This experiment involved transferring 40 100MB files to
the destination site. The results show that the scheduling schemesGDS, GDS-MHMPandGDS-
MHMP-SBperform fairly similar. This happens because of the existence of multiple initial file
replicas, due to whichGDS makes the choice for the best replica to realize each file transfer.
Therefore, the extent of performance improvement due to path-splitting or multi-pathing is very
minimal.
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Figure 8. Performance of all the algorithms under a all-to-1 gather file transfer pattern in terms of the
(a) Average throughput and (b) Average response time.

Figure 8 shows the performance of the scheduling schemes fora all-to-1 gather file transfer
operation. In this experiment, a set of files are distributedin a round-robin fashion across 4 of
the sites, and one of the sites is employed as a destination for all the files. Each file has only
replica in the beginning, that is, each file is present on onlyone of the sites. The performance
results show that in some cases,GDS-MHMPandGDS-MHMP-SBperform significantly better
thanGDSbecause these algorithms are able to exploit path splittingand multi-pathing to explore
higher bandwidth paths, thereby improving the throughput,while in other cases, the performance
improvement is relatively less. This is because of employing a single destination site in each case,
which means that the opportunities for path-splitting and multi-pathing are limited.

Figure 9 shows the performance of the scheduling schemes fora file pattern which involves
data redistribution from a set of source sites to a set of destination sites. In other words, the file
transfer pattern is bipartite. Files are distributed in a round-robin order on two of the 5 sites,
and the data needs to be remapped to the other three sites in a round-robin manner. The results
show thatGDS-MHMPandGDS-MHMP-SBconsistently outperformGDSin all the cases. This is
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Figure 9. Performance of all the algorithms under a bipartite data redistribution pattern in terms of the
(a) Average throughput and (b) Average response time.

because, multiple sites collectively act as destinations for a bunch of files, thereby creating more
opportunities for path-splitting and multi-pathing in each scenario.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we explored two key optimizations, namely, multi-hop path splitting and multi-
pathing to improve the performance of file transfers over shared wide-area networks. We presented
a path determination algorithm which integrates the aforesaid optimizations in order to improve
achievable file transfer throughput for a single file transfer. We incorporated this with our pre-
viously proposed wide-area scheduling algorithm by makingit path-splitting and multi-pathing
aware. We also presented the design and implementation of service-oriented architecture which
incorporates these ideas within the well known file transferprotocol, GridFTP. Finally, we looked
at certain well-known communication patterns, experimentally analyze the performance of the pro-
posed algorithm on those patterns and show its effectiveness on a wide-area testbed. We observed
that the proposed algorithm yields significant performanceimprovements for communication pat-
terns like 1-to-all broadcast, all-to-1 gather, data redistribution. However, for scenarios which
involve data replication, we observed that the improvements are not that significant.
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